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Unfortunately the game features a broken puzzle that will stop the player in his tracks about70% through. This puzzle entails
mixing a medicine and it won`t work (having chekced walkthroughs and youtube I can attest to this) - hence fair warning to a
prospective buyers. All of this is a shame, as the game atmosphere is quite good even if you are not a Venice lover or familiar
with Hugo Pratt.. the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, i bought it on steam and its not working. i want a refund. The problem is the
game itself it is a race against time of the day. you may choose between searching for resources or studying to learn something
better or indispensable for survival.

 if you die many times you can choose to receive types of supplies you need to continue the game (I found that a bit offensive).

you can stay at your shelter (or you literally die at 18:00 outside), sleep, eat and "relax" (or you literally fall dead). it's probably
the only downside of the game.

part of the game you pass worried about producing food like planting or capturing animals at the park using trap (most of it gets
lost rotting) or finding around by searching.

one funny thing is that you can recover your "relax" bar by taking a shower , making a inflatable doll.. go to a therapist. This was
not the kind of game I was expecting. It's very much focused on your "family" of assassins and your connections to them. You're
trying to solve a mystery, but you're forced to go on these assignments that have nothing to do with what's going on.

Pros:
-Story was long enough.
-Opportunities to increase your stats, more often than similar games.
-There was one interesting fight, but I don't want to give spoilers. You can choose to romance this person as well, which I
thought was pretty cool and went well with my character.
-The reason 'why' part of the mystery was a twist I wasn't expecting. But the 'how' I saw coming a mile away.

Neutral:
-Tries really hard to give you romance options.
-What you did will give you the ending of the story, don't have the option to choose.
-Ending will take into account reputation, fame, money, character fates.
-Secrets and hidden achievements.

Cons:
-The writing is pretty bad, I found alot of it silly and ridiculous.
-Alot of the time the game ignores your abilities and decisions. A scene just plays out with you dropping bodies like you're a
super assassin. You always accomplish your mission.
-Spend alot of time hanging out with your assassin friends and descibing the beauty around you, rather than focusing on how
you're going to complete your mission.
-Way too many characters, very one dimensional archetypes, didn't care about most of them, they're boring. You meet a bunch
of characters then next chapter a new bunch of characters are introduced. How many assassins are there?!?
-Didn't like the references to previous missions you haven't gone on. Makes you feel like you're missing a part of the story.
-Disappointing final boss fight.

Final Verdict:
Game tried really hard to make you a team player who cares about their "family". You may find the story more engaging if you
play your character this way, and not a lone wolf like I did. If you like the story there's certainly good replay options. But for me
it just wasn't worth the time or money, this is one of the weaker CYOA games.. DO NOT GET.. RUINS THE OTHER
PORTRAIT DLCS. AND YOU CANT DISABLE IT. DO NOT GET. REPEAT. DO NOT GET.
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Fun game, very flawed. You have 10 seconds has a pretty simple concept, beat the level in under 10 seconds, a cute and fun
concept, but it also has a issues most levels aren't that memorable, they just feel like cookie cutter levels, also, the physics \/
level design aren't good, one levels is a walk in the park the next is frustrating.
Pros
-Fun
-Quick
Cons
-Level Design\/Physics need to be improved
-Most levels felt like gimmicks
6\/10. The best way to explain this little gem would be: The Closest to the Dragon Age (The good ones) saga you can see in text
form.
I won't lie. The amount of choices, the backstories and many of the events that happen in this game are the ones you could
expect from a Bioware Game with little Bethesda touches. And the best part, is that it's good. Really good.
Choices are abundant and every situation must be tackled obeying your strenghts.
Even the realationships follow the same system that Bioware does.
In short: it's amazing, and can entertain you for a looooooooooooooong time.
That, if you like to read and know how to use your imagination.
Well spent money.. fun but needs more work. Another fun chapter in the Kindred Spirits on the Roof story feature 2 of my
favorite characters Youka and Aki. Not much to add if you're here then you've listened to the first part and more then likely
played through the game, more yuri dating antics.

I did experience some audio issues at certian points like in chapter 1 after the introduction, during Kiri and Tsukuyo's car ride
and some of the other chapters, but nothing really major, just some distortion.

EDIT: Audio issue was resolved, it was a bug with a headset I had just refurbished and caused audio distortions with anything
with low tones, I usually use studio headsets so this usually isn't an issue. Changed some settings for the audio mixing in my
headset, namely unnecessary sub feed and all was well (I hate 5.1 and 7.1 headsets, usually use them in stereo mode, but this one
still kept the sub feed).. It is a really fun game. I reccomend it although there are some downsides. If you have friends, unlike
me, then this game is for you. It has a really creative and cool local mode. If you are by yourself it is a little boring. The only
campaign is shooting targets. Since this game is new, there is nobody else playing online. If you have friends, get this game!!.
Cheaper than a burger and much more tasty... Just wish I could shoot that fricking dog.. Best strategy tower defense game on the
Market! Hope to see more by the devs ! Maybe a new update for a new soldier or something! Keep up the good work!
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